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From: "Ernie Crist" <ernie_crist@dnv.org>
To: "Agnes Hilsen" <Agnes_Hilsen@dnv.org>

CC: "Mayor and Council - DNV" <Council@dnv.org>, "Senior Management Committee" <managecomm@dnv.org>,
"FONVCA (E-mail)" <fonvca@fonvca.org>, <cagebc@yahoo.com>

Ms Hilsen:

The In Camera Council resolution of June 29 pertaining to the "Report of Harassment
Inquiry Select Committee" (against Councillor Crist) is not only in violation of the
Canadian Bill of Rights but is also in violations of various other aspects of Natural
Justice.  I strongly suggest that you seek advise from a source conversant with such
issues since continuing efforts in the malicious pursuit  of this matter against  me will
be construed as harassment.  The mere fact that this motion was dealt with In Camera
makes it ultra virus. You may advise Councillor Nixon that his motion to this effect at
least should be presented in public rather than in a cloak and dagger fashion behind
closed doors. 

You my also advise Councillor Nixon that since he has been endorsed by a political civic
party during the last civic election he is in a conflict of interest  situation and
cannot play any credible role in such an endeavor.  

You may also advise him that notwithstanding any lack of legal expertise,  natural
justice in Canada takes precedent over any other aspect of law.  I further wish to advise
you that statements from accusers in the  absence of the accused and without an
opportunity on my part for cross examination not to mention legal representation is  in
itself a travesty of  accepted norms of justice and only persons totally ignorant and/or
contemptuous of the fundamentals of natural justice would subscribe and or take advantage
of such a situation.  

To  put it crudely, such methods are reminiscent of show trials in Dictatorships but then
I believe I have already mentioned this before. However, I would appreciate finding out
how much money the District has spent in legal fees in the pursuit of this effort against
me. As you know I have presented a motion to this effect to Council but I would
appreciate if the procedure could be expedited as I believe that the community  is very
much interested in this information. 

Thank You, 

Ernie Crist   
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